
30 Days of 

WRITING PROMPTS

 

What's your
super
power? 

Who do you miss? 

What's
something you
like that no one

else does?
What if our phones were slowly 

poisoning us? 

What's your favorite name? Write
about someone who has it. 

If you could buy a watch that told you
what day you would die, would you

wear it? 
Write a letter to

yourself at 35 - what
do you want to

remember about
now?

Write a story
that begins, "I

have to tell you
something..."

What does
your pet

think about
all day? 

Eliminate a color. 

Choose one type of weather for the next year. 



Write in the voice of
someone you see
often but never

speak to. 

If you had to live on a television show,
what would you choose?

Write a "meet-cute." 

 

Write about a character
who can only communicate
through music. 

Write a recipe
that's not for food. 

What's something you do not miss from being a little kid?  

Write about someone who wants 
to be heard.  

Describe a time you
were wrong. 

If you had to add a class to the school curriculum,
what would you choose?

What are you surprisingly
good at?



Write about a time you faced your fears. 

Write about someone who wants what
they don't have and doesn't want what

they do have. 

Write a love
story in 50

words or less. 

 

Write a story in which
someone's morning
routine goes wrong. 

Describe a
place that

doesn't
exist

anymore. 

Tell a story in slooow motion. 

Write about two people who disagree but can't say so.

Explain how to
do a task or

job you know
well. 

Write a story in
questions. 



What Can I Do With...

MY WRITING? 

 

Adapt it into a
college entrance

essay. 

Publish it on a blog. 

Give it to
someone to
explain how you
feel. 

Design
artwork to go

with it and
publish it on

social media. 

Add it to your
journal. 

Ask a teacher
if you can

turn it in for
an

assignment. 

Turn it into a comic
book, graphic novel,

or zine. 

Set it to music. 

Make it into a short film. 

Be proud of it. 


